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Abotracts We ahow that a left-separated compact T2 
apace is both scattered and sequential. As a consequence 
we prove that if erery eubepace of a regular epaee X haa 
a compact subspace of countable character, then X ia first 
countable on a dense open subset, thus generalizing re-
sults by Archangelskii and Ismail. 
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Let us begin by recalling that a space X is left 
(right) separated Iff it has a well-ordering H such that 
every initial segment of X under -< is closed (open), the-
se notions have been mainly investigated in connection 
with the cardinal functions zCX) and h(X), i.e. hereditary 
oo -separatednesa and oc-LindelOfness (cf. e.g. £51). Right 
separatednesa however has been widely studied in disguises 
indeed a space is right separated iff it is scattered. 
Biough at firat this mi#it sound surprising,a moment's re-
flection shows that this is actually trivial. 
On the other hand almost nothing wae known about the 
class of left separated spaces. In this paper we propose 
to show that they are alao worthy of independent study, by 
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eetabliohing oome intereoting, even surprising, topologi-
cal properties of the compact left separated ?2 spaces. 
Theorem ..!• If X is countably compact, T-», and left 
separated by the well-ordering ^ , then X is scattered 
(i.e. also right separated). 
Proof. As the properties of X are inherited by closed 
subsets, clearly it suffices to show that X has an isolat-
ed point. 
Suppose this is not true, and define by induction for 
each n £ co a point pn€ X and its closed neighbourhood F 
as follows. Put F = X and p be the -4 -minimal element of 
F • Assume that pn and Fn have already been defined in such 
a way that pn is the -f -first member of F . Now since F 
has non-empty interior and X has no isolated points, we can 
pick a point P ^ T ^ F \ 4 p } and its closed neighbourhood 
F , such that Pn4.-j
 s ain -?n+x
 a»d ^U+TC F' , using that X 
ia f^ and left separated. Clearly we have pQA PjA »• • Pn< 
.... moreover F^DFp ••• F n... with pm = min F^ for each * o l n rtk -4 n 
n m €*> . However then the set 4 P̂ s k € ea % has no limit 
point in X, aince no point following all the pk in -4 can 
be a limit point beeauee -$ left separatee X9 while if 
p4 p , then X\ F ia a neighbourhood of p that hae finite 
interoection with 4 p^ : k c <*j ? , namely a suboet of 
4 p^: k< n %. But thio contradict© the countably compact-
neao of X. 
A.?# Archangelskix proved in H 3 , asauming CHf that 
if X is T-* and hereditarily of point countable type (i.e. 
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every subspace of X has a cover by eoapaeta of countable 
character) then the points of first countability contain a 
dense open set in X» lf» Ismail has recently shown that CH 
is not really needed for this C41* Our next result, which 
is an easy corollary to Theorem lf generalizes this result. 
Corollary» Suppose X is T-* and every subspace of X 
has a compact subset of countable character. Then the points 
of first countability contain a dense open set in X. 
Proof• It follows from arguments in Cl] that it suf-
fices to prove the existence of a point pcX with #(pfX) -6-
£ co . Now let S be a left separated dense subspace of X 
and KcS be compact with $£(KfS) * <sa # Then K is (count-
ably) compact, Tjf and left separated, hence it has an iso-
lated point p by Theorem 1» Moreover it is easily seen by 
the regularity of X that ^(KfX) * ^(K,S) 4* co , hence as 
p is isolated in K we clearly have * (p,X)£ c*> as well. 
Our next result shows that the left separated compact 
Tg spaces form only a narrow subclass of the compact scat-
tered spaces. 
Ifieorem 2. If X is compact, Tg, and left separated, 
then X is sequential* 
Proof. We will split the proof into two steps• In the 
first step we show that X has countable tightness, i.e. 
t(X) £ <o . We do this by induction on the order type of 
the left separating well-ordering -4 of X. Thus assume 
that every proper initial segment of X under -$ has count-
able tightness and show that then so does X. 
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Assume, on the contrary, that t(X) >* &> .By til then 
X contains an uncountable free sequence < P« • f & <®\ ̂  • 
By Theorem 1 X is scattered, hence by 16J it is chain com-
pact, thus we may assume that the 6>^-sequence <pe % 
i | € <*>i} eenvergea to a point pc X. By [33 we can also 
assume that | <. ^ implies pc -? p„, , finally since X is 
left separated by -f , it can be assumed that p-^pQ. 
Let | € &^| bt a limit ordinal. As X is sequentially 
compact by C63, we can clearly select an a*-sequence of 
ordinals < | n: n € c*> > , which increasingly converges to 
| and is such that the sequence < p«nz n € o> > converges 
in X, say to the point qe • Since the sequence < p* j n € 
€ o> } is -f -increasing we clearly have q» -«$ pcn for some 
n c co . Let us define fCf ) as the smallest f n, for which 
we have q« -* p ^ . 
Then f is a regressive function on the set of all li-
mit ordinals, hence by Neumer's theorem there is an uncoun-
table set a c co-, on which f takes the same value, say % • 
Let X denote the proper initital sequent of X conaisting of 
all xe X with x4 P* • ©*©» tCX) £ c*> and pe X. 
For each f e c*> ^ put Fc * c ^ x ^ Py s v ^ f i ^t m*Xk*m 
ce the sequence < p* : f e ***1^ ia free, we have p#Fe 
for each | c o>^« Now the sets XoFc are cloaed in X and 
clearly they are increasing, hence tCX) & o> implies that 
P S U 4 Y A F | j f e ^ 2 } is closed in X, and hence in X as 
well. Thus p has a closed neighbourhood U in X with Un F « 
« #. But p^—** p Cas » — ^ c J ^ ) , hence there ia £*> c c-> ̂  
such that p^ € 0 for every ^ <£ i> < o> -̂  • Now let ^ % a, 
£ > $JL . Uien we also have ^n > ^c for all but finitely 
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many n € co f and thus since U is closed! and ju •—.• || 
(n —-, o> ) f we have q^c U as well. 
However | € a implies that f ( | ) s ^ f and thus 
qc-4 p ^ f i.e. q~ € X. Consequently q~ € F e n IcF, 
which contradicts U n F « 0. 
Now let us turn to the second step of our proof. Again 
by induction on the order type of the left separating well-
ordering -4 we show that X is sequential, i.e. every se-
quentially closed set is closed in X. Suppose that every 
proper initial segment of X under -4 is sequential and let 
A c X be sequentially closed. If the order type of X with -4 
is not a limit ordinal, i.e. X has a -$ -last member, then 
trivially A is closed by the inductive hypothesis. 
Next, if this order type is cofinal with co , then let 
( Pn; n 6 4) } b e a - f -cofinal cd -sequence in X, and put 
r^ S 5|x€X: x-ip^f • Then for each n c co the set An I n is 
sequentially closed, hence closed in Xn, hence compact, con-
sequently A is & -compact. On the other hand, if |q,jJ n e 
e co I is any countably infinite subset of A, then again 
by [6] there is a convergent (in X) subsequence of < qmt n c 
e t*>> whose limit, by the sequential closedness of A, must 
be in A. But then A is also countably compact, which toget-
her with € -compactness implies that it is compact and the-
refore closed in X. 
Finally it remains to cheek the case in which the order 
type of X under -4 is greater than co • To see that A is 
closed, let pcA be arbitrary. Since t(X) 4: co has been es-
tablished already, we have a set Be A, IB , .& cd , such that 
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pel. But now B cannot be cofinal in X, hence there is a 
proper initial segment Y of X with p e Y and B c Y# Since Y 
is closed, the set JLnl is also sequentially closed, and 
thus it is also closed by the inductive hypothesis. Conse-
quently we have p€ Be Artie A, which shows that A ia indeed 
closed. 
Now that we have some information about the topological 
structure of left separated compact T2 spaces, it is natural 
to strive for an internal, topological characterization of 
their class. Let us denote this class by S*€ • According 
to our above results mery X % %*£ possesses the following 
three properties; 
CB X is scattered; 
® X is sequential| 
® if YcX is arbitrary, then there is a discrete 
subepaee Be Y with l&l » IY| . 
© follows from the fact that X is both ri,#it and 
left separated. These three properties however do not suffi-
ce to yield the desired characterization, as follows from 
our next result. 
Theorem 3. Let < T, <3 > be a Suslin tree with the 
tree topology (cf. E7J), and X be its one-point compactifi-
cation. Then X satisfies conditions ® , (§) and (fi) , but 
it is not left separated. 
Pro of. (£) is trivial, (§> - in fact that the one-point 
compactification of any Aronszajn tree is Fr^chet-Uryson -
is folklore. As to © , it is easy to see that every YcX 
has lYl many isolated points. 
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Now assume, indirectly, that X is left separated by -4 . 
For every limit ordinal | e a)^ pick a member t^ • T~ 
(the ^ level of T). Since «-* left separates X we can 
choose for every limit | an s~c T with •-.**-* t ? such that 
•e <3 r <3 te implies t--i r, Now define f(^ ) by s« € 
e Tf(f> # 
Then f is regressive, hence there is a c o>,f la| = a**, 
such that f takes the same value on a. Using [31 again we 
can also assume that | f % « a and | -e ̂  imply tg <-$ t? . 
But then for any such | ^nd J the elements t« and te must 
be incomparable in < Tf <a > , since otherwise we had 
• * <3 tg <3 tg and therefore t« -i tg 9 a contradiction* 
This however means that { te : £ e a| is an uncountable an-
tichain in < Tf <a > , which is impossible. 
Next we formulate a condition which is sufficient for 
any space to be left separated. For this, however, we need a 
definition. Let X be any space. A sequence i D^ ; *> <. g> > of 
disjoint subsets of X is called a vanishing sequence, if 
X -s u i D^ ; v <c ̂> I f moreover for each p, < ro the set D^ 
is closed discrete in the subspace u 4 D^ ; ^ -i >» -< §-» ? • 
The ordinal <p is called the length of the vanishing sequen-
ce. 
It is now quite easy to see that every space admitting 
a vanishing sequence of length £ cd is left separated. It 
came as a surprise to us, however, that every compact left 
separated space that we could think of happened to have a va-
nishing sequence of length & co . This made us raise the 
following 
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Problem. Does every compact left separated space have 
a vanishing sequence of length <-. o> ? 
In fact we do not even know of a regular space that is 
both right and left separated, but is not the union of eoun-
tably many discrete subspaces. On the other hand we can pro-
ve the following result* 
Theorem 4. A semi-stratifiable space X is left sepa-
rated if and only if it is the union of countably many clo-
sed discrete subspaces. 
Proof. The wifM part is obvious. To see the converse, 
let -$ left separate X and using C2] consider a family 
4 U(nfx): n c <4> fxe X } of open subsets of X such that 
(i) xc U(nfx) for every xe X; 
(ii) if xc V(n9x^ for every n 6 c*3 f then x^—•* x. 
Obviously, we can also assume that 
(iii) U(nfx) c I yc X: x ^ y I holds for each xc X and 
n e co . 
Now we claim that for each xcX there is n(x) e e*> such 
that if xcU(n(x)fy), then y = x. Indeed, assume that for 
every n e o> there is yn4* x (and thus by (iii) y -3 x) such 
that xcU(nfyn). Then by (ii) y n—• xf which is impossible 
as -4 left separates X. Now put A^ «|x€Xs n(x) = n f • We 
claim that An is closed discrete in X. Indeed, if zc I is 
arbitrary, then xc u*(n,z)r& An implies n(x) « n and therefo-
re x = z} i.e. z has a neighbourhood that contains at most 
one member of A^. This completes the proof. 
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Added in proof: 
1) The following result obtained after the paper was sub-
mitted is of interest: If X is well-ordered by -~j in such m 
way that every initial segment of X under -̂  is countably 
compact, then X is compact. 
2) After hairing completed this paper we received the fol-
lowing paper which deals with similar topics, and some of who-
se results overlap with ours: 
A.?. ARCHANGEL #SKI J, 0 prostranstvach rastjanutych vlevo, 
Vestn. Moskov. Univ. (1977), 5, 30-36. 
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